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ENBF Members

- Associazione Costruttori Acciaio Italiani (ACAI), Italy
- Associação Nacional de Empresas de Acustica (ANEIA), Portugal
- Asociación Nacional de Industriales de Pantallas y dispositivos Anti-ruido (ANIPAR), Spain
- Association Professionnelle des Réalisateurs d’Ecrans Acoustiques (APREA), France
- ARBEITSKREIS LSW, Germany
- DECEUNINCK NV, Belgium
- MICE SA, Belgium
- Gerhard Mosdzianowski, Belgium
ENBF Objectives

The Association promotes specific objectives addressing traffic noise abatement in the spirit befitting a non-profit making organisation. These objectives are:

- To support Research & Development on systems and products
- To provide effective support to legislation / administration
- To promote qualification standards
- To advice professionals and inform public
ENBF Activities

In order to meet these goals, the association proposes to carry out the following activities:

- To exchange knowledge and expertise on products and solutions among members of the Federation;
- To provide informative support and cooperation to the bodies in charge of writing European legislation and European technical standards;
- To set up the basis for cooperation between industry, public administration and other relevant stakeholders;
- To develop communication tools in order to spread knowledge and expertise to a large audience.
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